
“There are no rules for good 
photographs, there are only  

good photographs.”

- Ansel Adams



Exposure.

When you think of the craft or art of photography,  
you must immediately think of exposure.  

Exposure is a critical element that determines  
what is actually recorded on film or the image sensor. 



There are THREE ADJUSTABLE  
ELEMENTS that control the  

exposure: ISO, Aperture  
and Shutter Speed...

What controls exposure?

ISO determine the image sensor’s 
sensitivity to light, each value of the rating 
represents a “stop” of light, and each 
incremental ISO number (up or down) 
represents a doubling or halving of the 
sensor’s sensitivity to light.

APERTURE controls the lens’ diaphragm, 
which controls the amount of light 
traveling through the lens to the film 
plane. The aperture setting is indicated 
by the f-number, whereas each f-number 
represents a “stop” of light.

SHUTTER SPEED indicates the speed in 
which the curtain opens then closes, and 
each shutter speed value also represents 
a “stop” of light. The shutter speed is 
measured in fractions of a second. The Exposure Triangle



Adjustable Elements?

When these three elements are combined, they represent a given exposure value (EV) for a given setting. Any change in any 

one of the three elements will have a measurable and specific impact on how the remaining two elements react to expose 

the film frame or image sensor and how the image ultimately looks. For example, if you increase the f-stop, you decrease the 

size of the lens’ diaphragm thus reducing the amount of light hitting the image sensor, but also increasing the DOF (depth of 

field) in the final image. Reducing the shutter speed affects how motion is captured, in that this can cause the background or 

subject to become blurry. However, reducing shutter speed (keeping the shutter open longer) also increases the amount of 

light hitting the image sensor, so everything is brighter. Increasing the ISO, allows for shooting in lower light situations, but 

you increase the amount of digital noise inherent in the photo. It is impossible to make an independent change in one of the 

elements and not obtain an opposite effect in how the other elements affect the image, and ultimately change the EV.



“The BEST camera to have  
is the one you have on you.”

- Chase Jarvis



ISO, Aperture & Shutter Speed  
Explained In More Detail...

ISO SENSITIVITY
ISO is actually an acronym, which stands for International Standards Organization. The ISO rating, which ranges in value from 
25 to 3200 (or beyond), indicates the specific light sensitivity. The lower the ISO rating, the less sensitive the image sensor 
is and therefore the smoother the image, because there is less digital noise in the image. The higher the ISO rating (more 
sensitive) the stronger the image sensor has to work to establish an effective image, which thereby produces more digital noise 
(those multi-colored speckles in the shadows and in the midtones). So what is digital noise? It is any light signal that does not 
originate from the subject, and therefore creates random color in an image. The digital camera engineers have designed the 
image sensor to perform best at the lowest ISO (just like with film). On most digital cameras this is ISO 100, although some high 
end DSLRs have a mode that brings the ISO down to 50 or even 25.



APERTURE
A lens’s aperture is the opening in the diaphragm that determines the amount of focused light passing through the lens. At a 

small f-stop, say f/2, a tremendous amount of light passes through, even at a fraction of a second; but at f/22, when the diaphragm 

is perhaps at its smallest, only a tiny amount of light is let in (even at longer shutter speeds). An interesting thing about the 

aperture and the f-numbers is that it doesn’t matter the focal length of the lens as long as the f-number is held constant. This 

is because the arithmetical equation that determines the f-number indicates that the same amount of light passes through the 

lens on a 35mm lens as on a 100mm lens, with a shutter speed of 1/125s. The size of the diaphragm is unquestionably different, 

but the amount of light passing through is the same. 

ISO, Aperture & Shutter Speed  
Explained In More Detail...



SHUTTER SPEED
Shutter speed is measured in fractions of a second, and indicates how fast the curtains at the film plane open and close. The 
shutter speed controls how long light enters the lens and hits the image sensor or film plane. The shutter speed enables you 
to capture the world in split seconds, but it can also absorb the world at speeds upwards of three and four seconds (or remain 
continually open up until the photographer wants to close the curtain). Snapping the shutter in a fraction of a second, also gives 
you control on how motion is recorded. If the shutter speed is faster than the object or background, then the image will be tack 
sharp. If the shutter speed is slower, then you’ll get blurred objects. Think about the rain in a rainstorm, how fast is that water 
falling? Well, at 1/30th the raindrops are streaks of undistinguishable white. But at 1/250th, the raindrops hover in mid air and 
you can see the full swell of each water drop.

ISO, Aperture & Shutter Speed  
Explained In More Detail...



REAL COOL CHART



Exposure is subjective... 
 Simply put, overexposure is when the information in the highlights is effectively unreadable. When there is this type of excessive 
loss of image information there is no way to “retrieve” that missing information in the digital dark room. Underexposure is 
pretty much the same concept; except in this case there is no image information contained within the shadows. This non-
existant information cannot be retrieved through post processing either. In digital photography, once that image information 
is gone, there’s no way to retrieve it. This is not always the case in the photochemical world of film photography. With film (as 
opposed to digital) processing, it is possible to “find” image information in an excessively underexposed frame, and perhaps 
“find” image information during the printing process for seriously overexposed images as well.

Overexposed & Underexposed



SHOOT A LOT.
One highly practical advantage to digital photography  

is that it costs next to nothing to experiment with the camera’s controls. 

You want to become increasingly proficient with all three elements of the  

exposure triangle, so that you can make adjustments on the fly  

and know exactly what the resulting effect is going to be.

So, Go Ahead... Spray & Pray!



“Your first 10,000 photographs  
are your worst.”

- Henri Cartier-Bresson



Understanding Your  
QUICK SETTINGS

What are they and what are they doing  
to your three adjustable settings...



AUTO MODE (IS YOUR FRIEND)
Automatic Exposure is when the camera chooses the optimum shutter speed, aperture, ISO and flash 
settings for your shot. All you need to do is point and shoot. This can be good if you have no idea of what 
settings to choose and also when you need to shoot quickly. The shot here is perfectly exposed as the 
day is well lit, though auto-exposure may struggle in situations where the light is uneven, and it tends to 
trigger the flash even when it’s not necessary.

Understanding Your QUICK SETTINGS…



PORTRAIT MODE
Portrait mode will “think” that there is a subject in the foreground of the frame and choose a shallow depth 
of field in order to keep the human subject in focus but the background blurred. If the camera reads the 
scene as dark, it will add fill-in flash. Fill-in flash is useful in sunny conditions too, when the sun casts a 
harsh shadow. Portrait mode generally works best in well lit conditions.

Understanding Your QUICK SETTINGS…



MACRO MODE
Macro mode is very useful to take a photograph of an image smaller than your hand. Remember that macro 
mode will not give you super close up images; for this you will need a macro lens. Macro mode will work 
best in bright conditions and will choose a shallow depth of field to focus on the subject. Therefore, if light 
is low, use a tripod. Your focusing also has to be more careful when taking a macro image. This is because 
when you use a shallow depth of field, you give yourself a smaller margin for error.

Understanding Your QUICK SETTINGS…



LANDSCAPE MODE
Landscape mode usually uses a small aperture (high f/number) to create a well focused image from the 
foreground into the distance (on old style cameras, the setting was ‘infinity’ represented by a sideways 
figure 8). Landscape mode tends to suit a wide lens, and again works well if the scene is well lit. It will use 
flash if it reads the foreground as too dark, but you can manually turn this off.

Understanding Your QUICK SETTINGS…



SPORTS MODE
Because sports are fast paced activities, sports mode will give you a high shutter speed of at least 1/500 
– 1/1000 of a second. With a high shutter speed to freeze movement, it means that flash is usually not 
necessary – though once again this works best on a bright day. Sports mode can work well alongside 
continuous shooting mode, where images are taken consecutively – the result is a number of shots capturing 
action in mid air.

Understanding Your QUICK SETTINGS…



NIGHT PORTRAIT MODE
In the night portrait mode, the camera will try to balance the darkness of the background with the need 
to light the subject in the foreground. The aperture will have to be fairly wide to allow enough light in to 
capture the background and keep the subject in focus, but at the same time flash is necessary to illuminate 
the person and avoid blur. Sometimes the night portrait mode will double flash, creating an unusual double 
exposure look.

Understanding Your QUICK SETTINGS…



Be not afraid.

Some people consider it amateurish to use pre determined settings,  

when in fact there may be times when we are in a rush and cannot  

adjust everything manually. Also remember that using these modes will  

TEACH YOU about photography and ideal settings for different conditions. 

If in doubt, you can use Auto camera mode, then adjust the settings manually. 

Auto settings are there to be used so try them all, and  

BECOME FAMILIAR with what each one does.



ADVANCED CAMERA MODES...
On most DSLR cameras, there will also be the letter modes – M (Manual), AV (Aperture-Priority),  
TV or S (Shutter-Priority) and P (Programmed Auto). Manual allows the photographer to change 
every single setting; Aperture-Priority allows the photographer to set the aperture value and the 
camera automatically sets the correct shutter speed; TV lets the photographer choose the shutter 
speed first (for example when shooting sports) and the camera automatically sets the correct aperture. 
P-Program mode is similar to Auto mode - the shutter and aperture settings are determined by the 
camera, but the photographer can adjust the shooting and image-recording functions. 

Advanced means you can better control  
exposure and get the desired effect  

you want your image to have.

“Advanced  
does not mean Pro”



“A good photograph is  
knowing where to stand.”

- Ansel Adams



COMPOSITION TIP #1

DRAMATIC  
PERSPECTIVE  
(Get Low, Get High)

Create impact by photographing  
your subject from UNEXPECTED ANGLES. 



COMPOSITION TIP #2
PUT SUBJECT  
OFF-CENTER  
(Rule of Thirds)

The center of the frame is the weakest place -  
it’s static, dull, and gives no value to the context.   

The more you move the subject away from the center,  
the more relevance you give to the context.



White Balance?

Auto WB is your friend (you can fix in LR or PS)

At its simplest – the reason to adjust white balance  
is to get the colors in your images as accurate as possible.

The range in different temperatures ranges from the very cool light of blue sky through to the very 
warm light of a candle. We don’t generally notice this difference in temperature because our eyes adjust 
automatically for it. So unless the temperature of the light is very extreme a white sheet of paper will generally 
look white to us. However a digital camera doesn’t have the smarts to make these adjustments automatically 
and sometimes will need us to tell it how to treat different light. So for cooler (blue or green) light you’ll tell 
the camera to warm things up and in warm light you’ll tell it to cool down and vice versa.



RAW vs. JPG
RAW is a file format that captures 
all image data recorded by the 
sensor when you take a photo. 
When shooting in a format 
like JPEG image information is 
compressed and lost. Because 
no information is compressed 
with RAW you’re able to produce 
higher quality images, as well 
as correct problem images that 
would be unrecoverable if shot in 
the JPEG format.

There’s a DRASTIC DIFFERENCE in the ability  
to recover (& save) details and colors!

JPEG files are processed right 
within the camera. How exactly 
they are processed varies from 
model to model. While color 
temperature and exposure are set 
based on your camera settings 
when the image is shot, the camera 
will also process the image to add 
blacks, contrast, brightness, noise 
reduction, sharpening and then 
render the file to a compressed 
JPEG. These files are finished 
and can be viewed and printed 
immediately after shot.



The Good:
1. Get The Highest Level Of Quality
2. Record Greater Levels Of Brightness
3. Easily Correct Dramatically Over/Under Exposed Images
4. Easily Adjust White Balance
5. Get Better Detail
6. Enjoy Non-Destructive Editing
7. Get Better Prints

Downsides:
1. Need To Be Processed
2. Takes Up More Space
3. Slows The Camera Down
4. In A Proprietary Format

The Raw on RAW...



If you are shooting in fast moving situations that are constantly changing in terms 
of lighting, scenes, backgrounds, subjects, etc then you need to be shooting RAW 
because nobody has the ability to shoot the “perfect exposure” every time. You can’t 
stop a person from fighting a fish, move your subject around to better light, just so 
you can dial in just the right amount of exposure compensation, or manually set your 
settings. Shooting RAW allows you to quickly shoot while having enough information 
to fix possible exposure issues in post.

If you are shooting live action sports and are shooting burst sequences in rapid 
succession, your buffer will fill up very quickly if you are shooting RAW. This means 
that your camera will stop to process the buffered images, thus making you unable 
to continue shooting while the camera is transferring those images from the buffer 
to your memory card. Shooting JPEG will allow you to shoot a lot more shots prior 
to filling the buffer. So, in this situation it is best to switch to JPEG, dial in all of your 
exposure and temperature settings in camera and fire away.

When I Shoot RAW...

When I Shoot JPG...



“You don’t take  
a photograph. 
You make it.”

- Ansel Adams


